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Introduction

Welcome to Fauxchet® Stitching on Canvas,
Book 2, Beyond the Basics. Now that you’ve mastered
the beginner fauxchet® stitches demonstrated in book 1,
you should be ready to enhance your stitching skills
with some easy finishing techniques.
The easyloop® tool has patented innovation
so versatile it also does seaming, edging,
top-stitching and beading! This comprehensive
book contains step-by-step photos with creative
techniques, patterns and tips that will bring
your fauxchet® on canvas crafting to a whole
new level.
While learning a few new tips and tricks you’ll
create a beautiful collection of pillows for your home
and the techniques you learn can be combined with
traditional latch hook rug crafting.
Whether you’re embellishing with beads or
seaming together the front and back of a pillow, these
useful finishing techniques are an easy way to hide
imperfections and achieve extra special results every
time.
You’ll love how this fauxchet® finishing tool
makes every project perfect and helps your beginner
projects look professional. I hope you enjoy these
creative new techniques as much as I do.
You’ll soon discover how a simple tool and
simple technique offers a whole new way to add
just the right touch to whatever you’re stitching up.
Remember to always work on your lap for swiftness
and stability. It’s stitching made simple . . . one loop at
a time!
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Reviewing
the Basics
The Basics of How the Tool Works
Your right hand manipulates the tool while your left hand manipulates the stitches.
STEP 1

STEP 2

STEP 3

STEP 4

PUSH TOOL INTO CANVAS
HOLE and HOLD LOOP

PULL TOOL OUT OF LOOP

PUSH TOOL INTO LOOP

PULL TOOL OUT OF LOOP

S

S

S
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Reviewing the Basics
maintain
tension

MAINTAINING TENSION

Control the tension on the yarn by running
yarn between index and middle finger.

TESTING THE YARN

Test the yarn before you begin a project to be
sure the yarn passes easily through the eye.

Yarns That Work
Worsted Weight

14

Bulky Weight

Threading the Tool
1

Using worsted or bulky yarn,
pull a long length of yarn from
the center of the skein.

2

Fold the end of the yarn,
pinching it flat between your
finger and thumb.

3

Push the pinched end
of yarn up through
the right rear needle
eye.

4

Push yarn up through
needle eye and pull yarn
along top of handle
toward the front
needle.

5S

THREADING THE TOOL

The tool is threaded by pushing the yarn
up through the right rear needle eye,
across the top of the handle and down
through the front needle eye.

S

When stitching with a double strand of
yarn, try to treat the two strands as one
strand, by holding them together tightly
as if they were one bulky strand..

S

Thread yarn down through
the front needle eye leaving
a 6 inch tail between end of
yarn and needle tip.

15

Designing
Your Own

16

Designing is easy with the easyloop® tool! Let the stitches be the
building blocks of your projects. Use the simple techniques you learn to
combine different stitch patterns and yarns to make beautiful and easy
projects that you and your family will cherish and enjoy for years to come.
Using stripes, circles, color blocks and monotones in your designs
is a great way to use up spare yarn. There are so many soft and luxurious yarns in worsted and bulky weight that are perfect for creating comfy
pillows and rugs in the colors that you love.
By expressing your own personal style and creativity your house will
become a home, with a reflection of you. The colors that are found in nature,
flowers or in your own decorating schemes is a great source of color inspiration.

Keep it simple. Start with simple shapes and simple stitches for your first
few projects.
Choosing a yarn isn’t as hard as it seems, but some people find it
difficult. A color wheel can be a helpful tool if you’re planning on combining
colors and they are available in yarn and craft stores.
Testing the yarn is important to be sure the yarn will work with the
easyloop® tool. Though most worsted and bulky yarns work well with the tool,
always test the yarn before beginning a project to be sure the yarn slides
easily through the needle eye. Bring your tool to the yarn store and try
threading the needle before purchasing the yarn.

Measuring the canvas. It’s important to measure your canvas before
trimming the excess stubble around the edges.
Trimming the canvas. It’s easier to work with canvas that has been
trimmed neatly around the edges. After cutting the canvas to the correct size
as called for in the pattern you are working on, it’s good to trim off the excess
stubble of threads for a perfectly neat edge.
Making a practice square is a quick and easy step that will ensure that
you understand the stitch that the pattern calls for and it’s a good way to test
the chosen yarn colors.
Cut a 4 inch x 4 inch piece of canvas and make practice squares in
each of the different fauxchet® on canvas stitches before beginning a project.

17

Latch Hookers’
Section
18

Latch hooking has been a
favorite rug craft for decades
and requires pre-cut yarn and
a latch hook tool.

The easyloop® fauxchet® tool uses
yarn from the skein! It’s easy to use
pre-printed latch hook canvas, the
fauxchet® tool and worsted and bulky
yarns directly from the skein, available
at yarn and craft stores.

19

On-the-Edge
The easyloop® tool is the ideal
edging tool for latch hookers!

The edge stitch is demonstrated
in book 1, beginner basics.

20

USING LATCH HOOK DESIGNS
Latch hook pre-printed canvas designs
work great with the easyloop® tool and
fauxchet® on canvas technique.
There are a variety of latch hook
kits available in the needlecraft
department of craft and hobby stores.
You can stitch the pre-printed canvas
using yarn from the skein to match the
colors of the canvas.
Later in this book you’ll learn how the
unused pre-cut rug yarn makes a fast
and easy pom pom!

A latch hook
rug with
unfinished edges

Traditional latch hooking

Pre-printed latch
hook canvas

Single fauxchet®
on-the-edges
is fast and easy

Fauxchet® on canvas

21

Latch Hooking and Fauxchet  
®

USING PRE-PRINTED LATCH
HOOK DESIGNS IS EASY
Pre-printed latch hook canvas designs
work great with the easyloop® tool and
fauxchet® on canvas technique.
The steps shown here demonstrate the
individual yarn colors being stitched.

1

It’s as easy as stitch-by-color!
First stitch around the edges of the
canvas with yarn, then fill in the canvas
sections with the yarn that best matches
the colors on the pre-printed canvas.

2

3

4

5
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Latch Hooking and Fauxchet  
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6

7

8

9

10

11
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Knot Worthy
The easyloop® fauxchet® tool
creates the same type of knot on
the canvas threads as a latch hook
tool. This secure type of knot is
referred to as a Ghiordes knot.

Traditional latch hook knot

24

Fauxchet® on canvas knot

Latch Hook to Fauxchet   Conversion Chart
®

HOW TO USE THIS CHART: By using the following conversion chart it’s easy
to use pre-printed latch hook canvas using the easyloop® fauxchet® tool and
yarn from the skein to match the colors on your printed canvas.
LATCH HOOKING

FAUXCHET® on CANVAS

RUG BINDING			

Use the SINGLE FAUXCHET® EDGE STITCH and stitch
around the EDGES of the CANVAS before you begin 		
stitching on the surface of the canvas.

SURFACE STITCHING		

Use the SINGLE FAUXCHET® STITCH or the LOOP 		
STITCH on the surface of the canvas, or a combination of
the two stitches.

NOTE: Many LATCH HOOK CANVAS DESIGNS can be used with the easyloop® fauxchet®
on canvas method using the conversion instructions above.
TIP: Once your FAUXCHET® on CANVAS project is finished, if desired, the LOOPS can be trimmed
to resemble the shaggy traditional look of the CUT STRANDS of a LATCH HOOK RUG.

It’s fast and easy to stitch up a design quickly using a continuous strand of yarn
and the easyloop® fauxchet® on canvas technique. You can cut the loops if you
prefer the shaggy look of a traditional latch hook rug!

25

In addition to stitching on traditional
latch hook canvas, non-slip rug pad works
for a soft and flexible stitching canvas.

When stitching on an uncoated canvas
such as latch hook canvas, it’s necessary to cover two rows of threads
with edging since the threads
tend to unravel.

S

2 threads

26

When stitching on a coated canvas
such as non-skid rug pad, it’s only
necessary to stitch around the edges
of a single row of threads since the
threads don’t tend to unravel.

S

1 thread

Canvas that Works
WORKING FROM
PRE-PRINTED
CANVAS DESIGNS

It’s very easy to work from
printed canvas designs that
are made for latch hook,
or from charted patterns
for locker hooking, quilting,
bargello, plastic canvas and
more. Simply take a “stitchby-number” approach to
filling in the canvas holes
with yarn and the easyloop®
fauxchet® on canvas method.
TIP: If using canvas with
a printed design on it, trim
the excess canvas so there
is only 1 row of extra canvas
around the printed part.
Choose a yarn from the skein
in similar colors to match the
colors on the chart you are
working from. It's faster and
easier to stitch it up quickly
with a continuous strand of
yarn, than using pre-cut yarn
and the traditional latch
hook method. If you prefer
the shaggy look of a cut pile
it’s easy to cut the loops
after you stitch!

NON-SLIP RUG PAD

Non-slip rug pad (shown on
previous page at the top)
can be found in the houseware section of department
stores. It's available with
the same hole spacing as
latch hook canvas and makes
a nice alternative when a
softer canvas is desired.
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Perfect
Pom Poms
The perfect embellishment is right
in the pom of your hand.

28

Pom Poms are an easy way

to embellish any project.

Don’t worry about what to do
with leftover pre-cut rug yarn from
your latch hook kits, latch hook yarn
in plastic sleeves make the perfect
pom poms with just the tie of a knot!

29

Perfect Pom Poms

1

2

Cut a piece of yarn 12 inches
long and tie a large slip knot.

3

4

Tighten the slip knot around
the yarn strands.

5

Push the cut yarn out of the
sleeve to the halfway point.

S

It’s easy to make perfect pom poms
for your projects by using the pre-cut
rug yarn used for latch hooking.

30

Slide the slip knot around the
sleeve at the center of the
cut yarn.

Pull the slip knot as tight as
you can and tie a knot.

6

8

10

Perfect Pom Poms
Turn the yarn sleeve over.

Pull the knot tight.

7

9

Tie a double knot around the
cut yarn.

Pull the yarn out of the sleeve.

Fluff up the Pom pom by
shaking it back and forth.
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SEAMING

BEADED EDGING

BEADS FIT
ONTO NEEDLE TIP

Special
Techniques
32

SEAMING

PONY BEADS WORK WELL

CUTTING
THE LOOPS

33

Seaming

Visit YouTube
for How-to
Videos.

SEAMING

Individual pieces can be sewn together
using the easyloop® tool and the easy
seaming technique!
NO TAPESTRY NEEDLE NEEDED!
It’s an easy way to close up the seams
of pillows and combine multiple rugs.
TIP: Use a yarn that matches the
edging for an invisible seam or a
contrasting yarn for an accent seam.

1

Decide where the two pieces will
be joined.

2

Align pieces with wrong sides up.

3

With right sides together, align
the pieces at the ends.

4

Push threaded tool through the
first set of stitches (through
front and back loops of both pieces)
pushing all the way to the handle.

34

Seaming

5

Grasp yarn at left of needle eye
between thumb and forefinger.

6

7

Push needle into the loop you are
holding (pushing all the way to the
handle) creating the first stitch.

8

9

Grasp yarn at needle eye and
pull needle back 1 inch (now
holding the first stitch).

IMPORTANT TIP
When grasping the yarn at the left
of the needle eye (the underside) if
needle does not pull back easily, needle
has become twisted and yarn is at the
wrong side of the needle eye.
RIGHT
WRONG

Holding the loop, pull needle
back 1 inch.

Pull the yarn end to tighten the
first stitch.
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Seaming
10

Holding the first stitch, push
needle through the next set of
stitches (through both pieces of fabric).

11

12

Grasp the yarn at needle eye.

13

Holding the loop, pull needle
back 1 inch.

Push the needle through the
next set of stitches (going
through both pieces of fabric).

15

Slide the stitch that you are
holding on to the needle tip.

14

36

Slip the first stitch that you
are holding on to the needle tip.

Seaming

16

Continue in this way
(repeating steps 10-15).

17

Continue stitching until
reaching the end of your seam.

18

Push needle through the final
loop making a closing stitch.

19

Holding yarn at needle eye,
pull tool back and make 1 extra
stitch into the loop you are
holding. Cut yarn and end work.

20

Shown here is the finished
seam with wrong sides up.

21

Shown here is the finished
seam with right sides up.
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Beading

Visit YouTube
for How-to
Videos.

BEADING WITH THE
EASYLOOP® TOOL IS EASY
Pony beads and other large-holed
beads fit easily on to the needle tip
without the need for pre-stringing
the beads on to the yarn.
Beads can be added easily to
any project around the edges or
on the surface using the single
fauxchet® stitch.

Pony beads

2

38

Grasp yarn at the left of
needle eye between thumb and
forefinger of left hand.

1

3

With canvas trimmed to size,
push threaded tool into the
canvas hole (going under 2 threads
if using uncoated canvas).

Holding the loop, pull needle
back 1 inch.

Push needle into the loop you
are holding (pushing all the way
to the handle) creating a slip
stitch (this secures the yarn to
the canvas).

4

5

6

Holding the loop, pull needle
back 1 inch (as in step 3)
forming the first stitch (pull
end of yarn to tighten).

7

8

Grasp the two loops (the first
stitch and the loop at needle
eye) and pull needle back 1 inch
(still holding the two loops).

9

Beading
Grasp yarn at the left of
needle eye, as in step 2.

Holding the first stitch, push
needle through the same hole
again (the corners always need
an extra stitch).

Push the needle through both
loops you are holding (creating
a closing stitch) the corner
now has an extra stitch.

39

Beading
10

Place a bead on to the
needle and push all the way
to the handle.

11

Grasp yarn at left of
needle eye.

BEAD

12

14
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Holding loop (with bead on
it) pull needle back 1 inch.

Holding two loops (the first
stitch and the loop at the
needle eye) pull needle back
1 inch.

13

15

Holding the newly formed
stitch in left hand, push
needle through next hole in
canvas and under thread.

Push needle through the two
loops you are holding (as in
step 9) creating a closing
stitch.

16

Beading
Place another bead on to the
needle tip and push all the
way to handle (as in step 10).

17

Continue in this way around
all the edges until reaching
the first stitch you made at
the beginning.

18

Holding the loop in left hand,
push needle through the very
first stitch you made (at the
beginning) and slide the loop
on to the needle, joining with
a slip stitch.

19

Make 1 more chain stitch into
the last stitch to end your
work. Cut yarn end.

20

After beaded edging is
finished, turn canvas over to
right side up before stitching
the surface.

Single fauxchet® with paillettes on the
surface or around the edges adds a
fancy accent to any project!
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Patterns
42

43

mod squad

44

mod squad
mod squares

1

mod squad
pillow

A
B
C

p
loo
sy
ea

FINISHED SIZE: 14” x 14”
YARN: 12 oz. worsted weight yarn
(4 oz. each of color A, B and C)
A blue
B green
C yellow
CANVAS: 2 pieces of 14” x 14” latch hook
canvas or non-slip rug pad (trimmed to size).
PILLOW FORM: One 12” X 12” foam insert.
STITCHES USED: SINGLE FAUXCHET®
EDGE STITCH; SINGLE FAUXCHET®
SURFACE STITCH.
STITCH PATTERN: CLOCKWISE ROUNDS.
SPECIAL TECHNIQUE: SEAMING.

MOD SQUARES PILLOW (Make 2)
(Front and Back)
EDGE STITCH (COLOR C)
With yarn C, single fauxchet® stitch
around the edges of the canvas
(wrong side facing).
SURFACE STITCH (COLORS A-C)
Turn canvas over to right side up.
ROUND 1: With yarn C, single fauxchet®
stitch around the surface of the
canvas in a clockwise direction.

ROUND 2: With yarn A, single fauxchet®
stitch around the surface of the canvas in
a clockwise direction.
ROUND 3: With yarn B, single fauxchet®
stitch around the surface of the canvas in
a clockwise direction.
ROUND 4: With yarn A, single fauxchet®
stitch around the surface of the canvas in
a clockwise direction.
Repeat rounds 1-4, 2 more times (or until
reaching the last hole in your canvas).
End work by fastening off with 1 extra
chain stitch into last stitch.
FINISHING: Cut yarn and weave loose ends in.
SEAMING (Front to Back)
With WRONG SIDES together and yarn
color C, sew front and back together on 3
sides.
ASSEMBLY
Insert pillow insert and sew the remaining
seam. Cut yarn and weave loose ends in.
TOP-STITCHING (COLORS A and C)
The loop stitch is used around the edges as a
top-stitching around 4 rows (along the edge).
NOTE: when making this stitch around the
edges as a top-stitch be sure to push the
needle under only one row of threads. v

(A) BLUE
(B) GREEN
(C) YELLOW
CHART:
Following the chart and instructions as
a guide, single fauxchet® edge stitch
around the canvas edges first, then
single fauxchet® stitch on the surface
of the canvas.

45

stripe it rich

stripe it rich

46

mod stripes

2

stripe it rich
pillow

A
B
C

p
loo
sy
ea

FINISHED SIZE: 14” x 14”
YARN: 12 oz. worsted weight yarn
(4 oz. each of color A, B and C)
A blue
B green
C yellow
CANVAS: 2 pieces of 14” x 14” latch hook
canvas or non-slip rug pad (trimmed to size).
PILLOW FORM: One 12” X 12” foam insert.
STITCHES USED: SINGLE FAUXCHET®
EDGE STITCH; SINGLE FAUXCHET®
SURFACE STITCH.
STITCH PATTERN: STRIPES.
SPECIAL TECHNIQUE: SEAMING.

MOD STRIPED PILLOW (Make 2)
(Front and Back)
EDGE STITCH (COLOR A)
With yarn C, single fauxchet®
stitch around the edges of
the canvas (wrong side facing).
SURFACE STITCH (COLORS A-C)
Turn canvas over to right side up.
ROW 1: With yarn A, single fauxchet®
stitch across the canvas row from
left to right.

ROW 2: With yarn B, single fauxchet®
stitch across the canvas from right to left.
ROW 3: With yarn A, single fauxchet®
stitch across the canvas from left to right.
ROW 4: With yarn C, single fauxchet®
stitch across the canvas from right to left.
Repeat rows 1-4, 4 more times (or until
reaching the last hole in your canvas).
End work by fastening off with 1 extra
chain stitch into last stitch.
FINISHING
Cut yarn and weave loose ends in.
SEAMING (Front to Back)
With WRONG SIDES together and yarn color
C, sew front and back together on 3 sides.
ASSEMBLY
Insert pillow insert and sew the remaining seam.
Cut yarn and weave loose ends in.
TOP-STITCHING (COLORS A and C)
The loop stitch is used around the edges
as a top-stitching around 4 rows (along
the edge).
NOTE: When making this stitch around the
edges as a top-stitch be sure to push the
needle under only one row of threads.v

(A) BLUE
(B) GREEN
(C) YELLOW
CHART:
Following the chart and instructions as
a guide, single fauxchet® edge stitch
around the canvas edges first, then
single fauxchet® stitch on the surface
of the canvas.

47

let there be loops

let there be loops

48

mod loops

3

let there be loops
pillow
A

p
loo
sy
ea

B
C
D

FINISHED SIZE: 14” x 14”
YARN: 12 oz. worsted weight yarn
(3 oz. each of color A, B, C and D)
A green B blue C yellow D denim blue
CANVAS: 2 pieces of 14” x 14” latch hook
canvas or non-slip rug pad (trimmed to size).
PILLOW FORM: One 12” X 12” foam insert.
STITCHES USED: SINGLE FAUXCHET®
EDGE STITCH; LOOP STITCH SURFACE STITCH.
STITCH PATTERN: CLOCKWISE ROUNDS.
SPECIAL TECHNIQUE: SEAMING.

MOD LOOPED PILLOW (Make 2)
(Front and Back)
EDGE STITCH (COLOR A)
(Make 2) With yarn A,
single fauxchet® stitch
around the edges of the
canvas (wrong side facing).

ROUNDS 5-8: With yarn B, loop stitch
around the canvas in a clockwise direction.
ROUNDS 9-12: With yarn C, loop stitch
around the canvas in a clockwise direction.
ROUNDS 13-14: With yarn B, loop stitch
around the canvas in a clockwise direction.
ROUNDS 15-18: With yarn A, loop stitch
around the canvas in a clockwise direction.
ROUNDS 19-22: With yarn D, loop stitch
around the canvas in a clockwise direction.
ROUNDS 23-26: With yarn B, loop stitch
around the canvas in a clockwise direction.
ROUNDS 27-30: With yarn C, loop stitch
around the canvas in a clockwise direction.
Repeat rows 15-26 until all holes are filled.
End work by fastening off with 1 extra
chain stitch into last stitch.
FINISHING
Cut yarn and weave loose ends in.
SEAMING (Front to Back)
With WRONG SIDES together and yarn color
A, sew front and back together on 3 sides.
ASSEMBLY
Insert pillow insert and sew the remaining
seam. Cut yarn and weave loose ends in.v

SURFACE STITCH (COLORS A-D)
Turn canvas over to right side up.
ROUNDS 1-4: With yarn A, loop stitch
around the canvas in a clockwise direction.
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

GREEN
BLUE
YELLOW
DENIM BLUE

CHART:
Following the chart and instructions as
a guide, single fauxchet® edge stitch
around the canvas edges first, then loop
stitch on the surface of the canvas.

49

green with envy

green with envy
mod monotones

4

50

green with envy
pillow

A

p
loo
sy
ea

FINISHED SIZE: 14” x 14”
YARN: 12 oz. worsted weight yarn A
(green)
CANVAS: 2 pieces of 14” x 14” latch
hook canvas or non-slip rug pad (trimmed
to size).
PILLOW FORM: One 12” X 12” foam
insert.
STITCHES USED: SINGLE FAUXCHET®
EDGE STITCH; SINGLE FAUXCHET®
SURFACE STITCH.
STITCH PATTERN: CLOCKWISE ROUNDS.
SPECIAL TECHNIQUE: SEAMING.

MOD MONOTONE PILLOW (Make 2)
(Front and Back)
EDGE STITCH (COLOR A)
With yarn A, single fauxchet® stitch
around the edges of the canvas
(wrong side facing).

ROUND 1-END: With yarn A, single
fauxchet® stitch around the canvas in
a clockwise direction until all holes are
filled.
End work by fastening off with 1 extra
chain stitch into last stitch.
FINISHING
Cut yarn and weave loose ends in.
SEAMING (Front to Back)
With WRONG SIDES together and yarn
color A, sew front and back together on 3
sides.
ASSEMBLY
Insert pillow insert and sew the remaining
seam. Cut yarn and weave loose ends in. v
TOP-STITCHING (COLOR A)
The loop stitch is used around the edges
as a top-stitching around 4 rows (along
the edge).
NOTE: when making this stitch around
the edges as a top-stitch be sure to push
needle under only one row of threads.v

SURFACE STITCH (COLOR A)
Turn canvas over to right side up.

(A) GREEN
CHART:
Following the chart and instructions as
a guide, single fauxchet® edge stitch
around the canvas edges first, then single
fauxchet® on the surface of the canvas.

51

stitching the blues

stitching
the
blues
mod monotones

52

5

stitching the blues A
pillow

p
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FINISHED SIZE: 14” x 14”
YARN: 12 oz. bulky weight yarn A (blue)
CANVAS: 2 pieces of 14” x 14” latch
hook canvas or non-slip rug pad (trimmed
to size).
PILLOW FORM: One 12” X 12” foam
insert.
STITCHES USED: SINGLE FAUXCHET®
EDGE STITCH; SINGLE FAUXCHET®
SURFACE STITCH.
STITCH PATTERN: CLOCKWISE ROUNDS.
SPECIAL TECHNIQUE: SEAMING.

MOD MONOTONE PILLOW (Make 2)
(Front and Back)
EDGE STITCH (COLOR A)
With yarn A, single fauxchet® stitch
around the edges of the canvas
(wrong side facing).

FINISHING
Cut yarn and weave loose ends in.
SEAMING (Front to Back)
With WRONG SIDES together and yarn
color A, sew front and back together on 3
sides.
ASSEMBLY
Insert pillow insert and sew remaining seam.
Cut yarn and weave loose ends in. v
OPTIONAL: Top-stitch loop stitching edges.

SURFACE STITCH (COLOR A)
Turn canvas over to right side up.
ROUND 1-END: With yarn A, single
fauxchet® stitch around the canvas in
a clockwise direction until all holes are
filled. End work with 1 extra chain stitch.

(A) DENIM BLUE
CHART:
Following the chart and instructions as
a guide, single fauxchet® edge stitch
around the canvas edges first, then single
fauxchet® on the surface of the canvas.
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Granny
Squaress
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granny squares

granny squares
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Granny will love this modern

version of the traditional granny square.

granny squares
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FINISHED SIZE: 4” x 4”
YARN: 7 oz. worsted weight
yarn in colors A-G (1 oz. of each color) to
make 6 granny squares.
CANVAS: 6 pieces of 3.5” x 3.5” latch
hook canvas or non-slip rug pad (trimmed to size).
STITCHES USED: SINGLE FAUXCHET®
EDGE STITCH; SINGLE FAUXCHET®
SURFACE STITCH; LOOP STITCH.
STITCH PATTERNS: CLOCKWISE
ROUNDS; LEFT TO RIGHT STRIPED ROWS.

GRANNY SQUARE #1 (Stripes)
EDGE STITCH (Single Fauxchet®)
With yarn D, single fauxchet® stitch
around the edges of the canvas
(wrong side facing).
SURFACE STITCH (Single Fauxchet®)
Turn canvas over to right side up.
ROW 1: With yarn A, single fauxchet®
stitch across the row in a left to right
direction until all holes are filled.
ROW 2: With yarn B, single fauxchet®
stitch across the row in a left to right
direction until all holes are filled.
ROW 3: With yarn G, single fauxchet®
stitch across the row in a left to right
direction until all holes are filled.
ROW 4: With yarn C, single fauxchet®
stitch across the row in a left to right
direction until all holes are filled.
ROW 5: With yarn A, single fauxchet®
stitch across the row in a left to right
direction until all holes are filled.
End work by fastening off with 1 extra
chain stitch into last stitch.
FINISHING
Cut yarn and weave loose ends in. v

#1

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)
(E)
(F)
(G)

BLUE
PURPLE
GREEN
PINK
ORANGE
YELLOW
DENIM BLUE

CHARTS:
Following the chart and instructions as
a guide, single fauxchet® edge stitch
around the canvas edges first, then stitch
as indicated on the surface of the canvas.
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GRANNY SQUARE #2 (Stripes)
EDGE STITCH (Single Fauxchet®)
With yarn C, single fauxchet® stitch around
the edges of canvas (wrong side facing).
SURFACE STITCH (Loop Stitch)
Turn canvas over to right side up.
ROW 1-2: With yarn E, loop stitch across
the row in a left to right/right to left
direction until all holes are filled.
ROW 3-4: With yarn D, loop stitch across
the row in a left to right/right to left
direction until all holes are filled.
ROW 5-6: With yarn A, loop stitch across
the row in a left to right/right to left
direction until all holes are filled.
ROW 7-8: With yarn B, single fauxchet®
stitch across the row in a left to right/
right to left direction until all holes are filled.
Continue stitching additional stripes as
needed if you have more rows in your
canvas. End work.

GRANNY SQUARE #3
(Clockwise Rounds)
EDGE STITCH (Single Fauxchet®)
With yarn D single fauxchet® stitch
around the edges of the canvas
(wrong side facing).
SURFACE STITCH (Single Fauxchet®)
Turn canvas over to right side up.
ROW 1-2: With yarn A, single fauxchet®
around the canvas in a clockwise direction
until all holes are filled.
ROW 3-4: With yarn B, single fauxchet®
around the canvas in a clockwise direction
until all holes are filled.
Continue stitching additional rounds as
needed if you have more rounds in your
canvas. End work.

FINISHING: Cut yarn and weave ends in. v

FINISHING: Cut yarn and weave ends in. v
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#2 #3

GRANNY SQUARE #4
(Clockwise Rounds)

GRANNY SQUARE #5 (Clockwise Rounds)
Using yarns B, E and D repeat Granny
Square #4.

EDGE STITCH (Single Fauxchet®)
With yarn A single fauxchet® stitch
around the edges of the canvas
(wrong side facing).
SURFACE STITCH (Single Fauxchet®)
Turn canvas over to right side up.
ROW 1-2: With yarn D, single fauxchet®
around in a clockwise direction until all
holes are filled.
ROW 3-4: With yarn C, single fauxchet®
around in a clockwise direction until all
holes are filled.
Continue stitching additional rounds as
needed if you have more rounds in your
canvas. End work.

FINISHING: Cut yarn and weave ends in. v

#5
GRANNY SQUARE #6 (Clockwise Rounds)
Using yarns C, B and D repeat Granny
Square #5.

#4

#6
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Granny
Square Pillow
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granny pillow

granny pillow
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A menagerie of different colors
and patterns stitch up easily in this
granny square pillow.

granny square
pillow
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FINISHED PILLOW SIZE: 14” X 14”
MATERIALS: 9 FINISHED 4” X 4”
INDIVIDUAL GRANNY SQUARES
Use one each of granny squares
Front of pillow
#1, 3 and 4 and 2 each of granny
squares #2, 5 and 6 from the
Granny Squares project in this book. ROUNDS 2-3: Using yarn color C,
SINGLE FAUXCHET® around the
edges of the joined squares.
FINISHED PILLOW BACK:
ROUNDS 4-5: Using yarn color G,
Use Completed Monotone Pillow (green) SINGLE FAUXCHET® around the
PILLOW FORM: 12” X 12” foam insert. edges of the joined squares.
FINISHING: Cut yarn and weave ends in.
SPECIAL TECHNIQUES:
SEAMING (Front to Back)
SEAMING; EDGING.
With yarn color C and WRONG SIDES
of FRONT and BACK pillow pieces
GRANNY PILLOW (Front)
together, sew front and back
Using the 9 COMPLETED GRANNY together on 3 sides.
SQUARES you have made, followASSEMBLY
ing assembly diagram on next page,
Insert foam pillow insert and sew the
arrange them in the desired se(continued)
quence to be seamed. With RIGHT remaining seam closed.
SIDES of FRONT and BACK pieces
Back of pillow
of individual squares together,
USING YARN COLOR C, sew
squares together (one square at a
time) until all squares are joined.
EDGING (COLORS C and G)
ROUND 1: Using yarn color C and
starting in the corner of the joined
squares, SLIP STITCH around edges
of the joined squares.
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granny pillow
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A granny square pillow is a

perfect opportunity to use up
leftover yarn.

(continued)
TOP-STITCHING (COLOR C)
After the pillow has been stuffed
with the foam insert and the
final seam is sewn closed, using
yarn color C, loop stitch around the
edges as a top-stitching around
4 rows.
NOTE: When making this stitch
around the edges as a top-stitch
be sure to push the needle under
only one row of threads.

ASSEMBLY CHART
GRANNY SQUARE
PILLOW FRONT

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)
(E)
(F)
(G)

BLUE
PURPLE
GREEN
PINK
ORANGE
YELLOW
DENIM
BLUE

IT’S FUN TO EMBELLISH YOUR
PROJECTS WITH EASY
POM POM ACCENTS

GRANNY PILLOW BACK

(A) GREEN
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Relax.
Create.
Celebrate.
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